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22   SPArkLInG cZ BrAcELEt      
Flash brightly colored CZs and 

crystals in a fun jewelry set

26   LIGHt uP cHAndELIErS 
Dress up earrings with assorted 

blue crystals

28   dISPLAY A cLuStEr oF crYStALS
Top-drilled crystals sparkle in a 

necklace, bracelet, and earrings

31   ExtEndEd StYLE 
One long strand glimmers 

without end

34   tWInkLInG, LIGHt, And AIrY
Crimp your style with sparkling 

possibilities

38   FLurrY oF BLuE
Meet the season in snowflake 

earrings 

40   It’S ALL In tHE dEtAILS
String a bouquet of color in this 

quick set

42   coSmIc rInGS BrAcELEt       
Use uncommon crystals in a 

distinctive bracelet-and-earrings set 

45   knockout EArrInGS
Barbell-shaped crystals give  

earrings some fashion muscle

46 Gemstones
48   BALAncEd drAPE

Chandelier components give 
a necklace and bracelet a flexible 
design

52  SImPLE StonES And SILvEr
Play up metallic accents with a 

strand of gemstones

55   FASt FALL FASHIon
A necklace comes together 

quickly with elaborate chain

58   tIEd to turquoISE
Whip up a necklace and ear-

rings with turquoise and knotted cord

61   rAISInG tHE StYLE BAr 
Make a lush bracelet with  

bar-shaped components

64   droP EvErYtHInG For tHIS 
SWInGY BrAcELEt

Dangling drops sparkle in a bevy of 
shapes and colors

68   PLAY WItH BLockS oF coLor
Square and diamond-shaped 

beads form a geometric necklace 
and earrings

71   mAkE A nEckLAcE  
ovErLAPPInG WItH StYLE

Tortoise-colored beads give a fresh 
edge to a quick necklace
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72   This look is worTh The exTra 
efforT

Filigree accents add charming 
details

76   Texas-sized Three sTrand 
Super-size a necklace with  

turquoise and howlite nuggets

79   Quick silver
Complex shapes add drama to 

a simple design

82  Mixed 
      Media    

84   keys To The pasT
Jewelry can unlock a  

personal memory

88   Transform lefTover beads 
inTo dressy jewelry 

The right mix of beads gives a neck-
lace-and-earring set cohesive style

92   land and sea
Knot earthy accents and  

aqua beads in a casual necklace, 
bracelet, and earrings

95   flower field braceleT 
These double-drilled beads are 

perfect for a cuff

98   boTanical braceleT
Whip up a seasonal bracelet 

and earrings

100   chic nuggeTs
Chunky Lucite nuggets look 

surprisingly refined with crystals and 
fancy chain

156   chinese lanTerns
Light up the night with a pair 

of festive earrings

158   fusilli braceleT
This bracelet recipe mixes 

curly tubes with lampworked beads

160   recycled-glass buTTons 
Make a bracelet and earring 

set with simple shapes

162  eco-friendly recycled 
glass

String a stylish set with good  
conscience

164   ahead of The curve
This smart set goes from dressy 

to casual by playing it by ear-rings

167   easy way around
Simply wrapped flexible 

beading wire lets you string  
“hole-less” beads

169   loopy for color
Cluster teardrop beads in a 

sweet ring

170   razzle-dazzle braceleT
Coiled wire and lampworked 

beads unite in a bracelet

172   bead To feed
These strands support a 

noteworthy cause

174   disk-bead braceleT
Structure a beautiful  

connection to secure these beads

176   phone charm won’T wasTe 
your minuTes

String some style for your cell

178   preTTy smarT idea
Bead your way to organization

179   fan and lamp pulls
Showcase a favorite bead in 

your décor.

180 Metal &
       Chain
182   amazing greys

String pearls and crystals 
on fine WireLace to create a subtle 
sensation

186   a modern Take on blue 
Simple elements shine in a 

contemporary necklace, bracelet, 
and earrings

190   creaTe a cool paTina 
Patinated copper puts a 

necklace, bracelet, and earrings in 
blue mode

193   modern meTal earrings 
Mix chain styles for an  

edgy look

104   The wonders of plasTic 
Bodacious baubles float in a 

lightweight set

108   copper craze
Create custom links to  

accent a pendant

110   copper connecTion 
Mix a variety of beads for a 

long necklace and earthy earrings

113   zen-inspired necklace 
Get reacquainted with your 

earthy side

116   sTring iT wiTh feeling 
This texture-rich necklace is as 

pleasing to the touch as it is to the eye

119  recycled record albums 
and hemp Twine

Get in the groove of stringing “green”

121   advenTures in color 
Entwine strands of gemstones, 

pearls, and crystals in a multihued 
jewelry set

124  necklace leaves a lasTing 
impression

Metallic flora sets the tone in this  
striking jewelry set

128   big beads, no worries 
Incorporate varied shapes 

and materials in an eye-catching 
necklace and earrings

132   ivory alTernaTive
Juxtapose natural seed slices 

with industrial tubes

134   embracing a naTural 
selecTion

Create a fall necklace that could be 
plucked from the forest floor

137  naTural buTTons and  
organic coTTon yarn

Tie a green theme together

138  Glass
140   hang on a sTar

Turn an unlikely assortment 
of beads into a stellar constellation

144   european union
String a luminous necklace 

and earrings with European glass

147  real veneTian beads   
sTring True

Spectacular beads go a long way 
when paired with distinctive chain

150   blue ribbon sTyle
This necklace and earrings 

pair fabric with glass beads

153   weave a lush necklace 
Learn an easy crisscross 

technique

153
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BeadStyle magazine celebrated its fifth anniversary in September 

2008. This fifth volume of Easy Beading celebrates the beautiful 

work of that year — I see it as sort of an anniversary party photo 

album marking a great celebration.

 It’s amazing how much has changed in beading in such a 

short time. Making stylish jewelry used to be a more expensive 

proposition than it is today. Everything was about gemstones and 

fine metals. Don’t get me wrong — I love gemstones and sterling 

silver, but it’s wonderful to have a wider range of style, material 

and price options. 

 There are so many beautiful and fashionable types of chain 

and findings available in base metals today. And gorgeous 

beads can be found in every material in the world — even  

gemstones are easier to find — at better prices.

 The reason? There are so many more, great local and online 

bead stores than there were when BeadStyle started. And big 

craft chains are carrying more and better beading materials.  

It’s a great time to be a beader!

 You’ll see examples of many terrific options on the following 

pages. As in previous volumes, we’ve organized this fifth volume 

of Easy Beading by materials used: crystals, gemstones,  

mixed media, glass, metal & chain, and pearls. Check your 

local bead store and craft store first for supplies. We’ve 

provided specific information for unique items for your 

convenience.

 While the name of the book is  

Easy Beading, as always, it includes projects 

194   With these rings
Create a multi-textured  

necklace-and-earring set

197   sometimes less says more
A few well-chosen beads 

highlight an asymmetrical chain 
necklace and earrings

200   easy Jump-ring bracelet 
A quick jump-ring pattern 

captures the look of chain mail

203  coiled collar
Create and link custom 

shapes for an artistic statement

206  tiers of Joy
Teardrop components frame 

simple earrings

208 Pearls
210  lovely leftovers

Bring a collection of extra 
pearls together for a unified design

214  subtle & classic
A variety of colors brightens 

up a chain-and-pearl jewelry set

218  a pearl’s best friend
Inlaid crystals make a pearl 

pendant and earrings sparkle

221  substantial style With a 
tWist

Multiple gemstone and pearl strands 
create a lush look

224  beach-style beauties 
Preserve a day at the beach 

with a seaside set

228  flattering curves
Double-drilled pearls are key 

to this graceful collar-and-earrings set

231  mix shapes for unmatched 
style

Blister and potato pearls create 
intriguing contrast

234  versatile lariat
A pearl shortener goes the 

distance to accommodate your style

236 small touches add charm 
to a simple set

Petal bead caps give a floral effect to 
a classic look

239 coin pearls and chain 
—  a lovely combination

Suspend coin pearls from chain in 
an appealing necklace and earrings

242  pearls’ night out
Dress up with a pearl choker 

and earrings

245  fluttering leaves
Arrange a gorgeous palette of 

glass and pearls in a monochromatic 
necklace and earrings

248  coiled pearl cuff
Turn out a bangle in no time

250  shortcuts
Readers’ tips to make your 

beading life easier 

252  contributors
More about our fabulous 

designers

254  index

for a range of skill levels. (Look for the half circle at the top of the 

page to find projects specifically for beginners.) And we know 

that while your style and creativity are limitless, your time — like 

your budget — is not. You can make any of these projects in a 

just a couple of hours or less. 

 I hope you enjoy them as much as we did.

Warmest regards,

Introduction

221

CATHY JAKICIC, 
EDITOR, BEADSTYLE MAGAZINE
editor@beadstylemag.com
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Simple   stones
and silver

by Rupa Balachandar

For a quick necklace, strategically string silver accent  
beads flanked by rectangular gemstones. Smooth stones  
are a soothing contrast to the ornate scrollwork of the silver 
beads. Complete the ensemble with a pair of easy earrings. 

Supplies
Supplies available from Rupa B. 
Designs, rupab.com.

necklace 18½ in. (47 cm)
◆ 16-in. (41 cm) strand 18 mm 

rectangular beads
◆ 3  17 mm square accent beads
◆ 18–26  4 mm flat spacers
◆ 8  3 mm round spacers
◆ flexible beading wire, .014 or .015
◆ 2  crimp beads
◆ 2  Wire Guardians
◆ toggle clasp 
◆ chainnose or crimping pliers
◆ diagonal wire cutters

earrings
◆ 2  18 mm rectangular beads
◆ 2  4 mm flat spacers
◆ 4  3 mm round spacers
◆ 2 2½-in. (6.4 cm) decorative 

head pins
◆ pair of lever-back earring wires
◆ chainnose and roundnose pliers
◆ diagonal wire cutters

1necklace • Cut a piece of 
beading wire (Basics, p. 12). 

String a round spacer, an accent 
bead, and a round spacer.   
Center the beads.

Beginner
project

2  On each end, string: flat  
spacer, rectangular bead,  

flat spacer, rectangle, flat spacer, 
round spacer, accent bead,  
round spacer.

3 String an alternating pattern  
of flat spacers and rectangles 

until the strand is within 1 in.  
(2.5 cm) of the finished length.  
End with a flat spacer.

4 On each end, string a crimp 
bead, a round spacer, a Wire 

Guardian, and half of a clasp. 
Check the fit, and add or remove 
beads if necessary. Go back 
through the last few beads strung 
and tighten the wire. Crimp the 
crimp bead (Basics) and trim the 
excess wire.

Play up metallic 
accents with a strand 

of gemstones

Tips
• Use accent beads that mimic 
the shape of the gemstones. 
• Choose a detailed toggle  
clasp to complement the design 
on the accent beads.
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Drop everything for this 

swingy bracelet
Dangling drops sparkle in a bevy of shapes and colors 

by Sarah Caligiuri

Can only beads of a feather hang together? Of course not. Mixing the many 
shapes available in top-drilled gems and beads and using an expressive 

color palette can make a simple design extraordinary. A little wire wrapping 
adds some extra sheen to the bracelet and mismatched earrings.

2Decide how long you want your 
bracelet to be. Subtract the 

length of the bead unit and a 
lobster claw clasp and cut a piece 
of cable chain to that length. Attach 
one end of the chain to one of the 
bead unit’s loops. Attach the lobster 
claw clasp to the remaining loop. 
Complete the wraps.

3Cut a 10-in. (25 cm) piece  
of wire. String a 16–22 mm  

bead and make a set of wraps 
(Basics) above it, leaving an  
8-in. (20 cm) wire tail. Make the first 
half of a wrapped loop above the 
wraps. Make four large-bead units.

1bracelet • Cut a 3-in. (7.6 cm) 
piece of wire. On one end, make 

the first half of a wrapped loop 
(Basics, p. 12). String an 8 mm oval 
bead and make the first half of a 
wrapped loop.
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1earrings • On a head pin, string 
a chip. At the end of the head 

pin, make a plain loop (Basics,  
p. 12). Cut a head pin slightly 
shorter than the previous one and 
make a chip unit. Make two more 
chip units in the same way.

2Open the loop of an earring 
wire (Basics). Attach the chip 

units and close the loop. Make a 
second earring to match the first. 

Tips
• Arrange your strands on a 
bead design board as you string 
to make sure the rondelles are 
properly spaced. 
• Skip the 18 mm round bead 
and add more rondelles if you 
don’t want to buy a whole strand 
for just one bead. Or make a 
second beautiful necklace with 
the rest of the 18 mm beads!

6On each end, string: 23⁄4 in. (7 cm) 
of chips, rondelle, chip, rondelle, 

chip, rondelle. Repeat twice.

7On each end of each strand, string 
chips until the strands are within 

1 in. (2.5 cm) of the finished length.  
 On each end of each strand, 
string a crimp bead and half of a 
clasp. Check the fit, and add or 
remove beads if necessary. Go back 
through the last few beads strung 
and tighten the wire. Crimp the 
crimp bead (Basics) and trim the 
excess wire.

5 On the longest wire, center: 
rondelle, chip, rondelle, chip, 

round bead, chip, rondelle, chip, 
rondelle, chip, rondelle.

Supplies
Recycled-glass beads from 
Happy Mango Beads, 
happymangobeads.com. 

necklace 18–22 in. (46–56 cm)
◆ 18 mm recycled-glass round bead
◆ 16-in. (41 cm) strand 12 mm 

recycled-glass rondelles
◆ 2 24-in. (61 cm) strands 5 mm 

recycled-glass chips
◆ flexible beading wire, .018 or .019
◆ 6  crimp beads
◆ toggle clasp
◆	 chainnose or crimping pliers
◆	 diagonal wire cutters 

earrings
◆ 8 5 mm recycled-glass chips
◆ 8 2-in. (5 cm) head pins 
◆ pair of lever-back earring wires
◆		chainnose and roundnose pliers
◆	 diagonal wire cutters

1necklace • Cut three pieces of 
beading wire (Basics, p. 12), 

each 2 in. (5 cm) longer than the 
previous piece. On the shortest wire, 
center a rondelle.

2On each end, string 11⁄2 in.  
(3.8 cm) of chips and a rondelle. 

Repeat twice.

3 On the middle wire, center 3 in. 
(7.6 cm) of chips. 4On each end, string a rondelle,  

a chip, a rondelle, and 3 in.  
(7.6 cm) of chips. Repeat.

Eco-
friendly 

recycled 
glass

String a stylish set with good 
conscience

by Cathy Jakicic

These beads are made from recycled 
glass bottles and come in a variety 

of colors. The beads resemble 
sea glass found on a beach, 
but are much easier to find!
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